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' addressed the ministers, saying, that she herself had all along resolved
' upon immolating herself, and that no expostulations would have any
' efieet upon her, but that it was strange that she had not heard a word
' of dissuasion or compassion expressed by any one, and she concluded
' by desiring them to go and live on the plunder they were securing
* to themselves by the destruction of their chiefs whole family The
' ministers were influenced by personal interest in sparing the life of
c the surviving ranee, she being the mother of the raja's only son, and
' her loss might have been prejudicial to their views' [The following
extract from the Bombay Gazetteer, vol v, p 408, completes the history
of Idar —
' A few months before his death, Gambhirsmgh took advantage of
Mr Erskme's being at Idar to make over his son to the care of the
British Government And a few years later (1837) the continued
mismanagement of the Idar state and the helpless condition of the young
prince induced the Ram to apply to the British Government to place
the state under attachment The condition of Idar was well nigh
desperate Dishonesty and mismanagement had reduced the revenue
from £10,000 to £4,500 About one half of this had to be set apart to
meet the Gaikwar's tribute, and the rest hardly sufficed to pay the
interest of a debt of £30,000 The militia, long m arrears, were clamorous
for pay, and the people, plundered equally by the state and by outlaws,
were leaving m numbers To this Government agreed, and shortly
after the Modasa and Bayad disputes were re opened and referred by
the Ram to Captain Outram. Meanwhile, the death of the Maharaja
of Jodhpur, and the adoption of Takhtsingh of Ahmednagar, put
a stop to any further proceedings, as the Idar House claimed as the
head of the family the whole of the Ahmednagar possessions This
claim the Maharaja of Jodhpur attempted to set aside But it was finally
decided by the Government of India on the 14th April 1848 that Ahmed
nagar and its dependencies should revert to the elder or Idar branch,
and that the two estates should, as they had before 1784, form one state
under the Raja of Idar Gambhirsmgh was succeeded by Javansmgh,
a prince whose intelligence and loyalty gained for him the honour of
a seat on the Bombay Council and the Knighthood of the Order of the
Star of India.

